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MILK ANALYSIS

GestaLab: A reliable no-contact option to
detect pregnancies
The current situation is shaking up the way things are done on the farm
and forcing you to find solutions to manage the herd. GestaLab is a
reliable no-contact option to detect pregnancies as early as 26 days post
breeding. Available to all producers at any time, here is the information
you need to know before to take and ship your samples.
Learn more

MlLK ANALYSIS

10 Steps to Using PROFILab Effectively
The interactive PROFILab report contains a wealth of information, all at a
glance. So how do you navigate through it and, above all, how do you
interpret what you see? Here are 10 steps to follow to get the most out of
the PROFILab analysis for your herd.
Learn more

COLLECTIVE DECREASE IN
PRODUCTION
How to Meet the Challenge on
the Farm

COLLECTIVE DECREASE IN
PRODUCTION
How can you flatten the curve of
its effects on your business?

Market needs are being altered by
the current situation and
producers are being asked to
adjust deliveries downwards. We
have put together some possible
solutions for you to evaluate
according to your own situation.
Do not hesitate to call on a
Lactanet advisor to help you meet
this challenge under the best
possible conditions.

The current situation is likely to
have adverse effects on your
business. Although we have no
control over the imposed
production limits, there are still
some things that can be done to
"flatten the curve" of the financial
impact and be resilient during this
difficult time. Here are a few
options for you to consider...

Learn more

Learn more

HEIFER RAISING

Housing for Newly Weaned Heifers: What
type of building to choose?
Building a new heifer barn may seem like a fairly simple project at first
glance. However, some pitfalls can complicate things during construction,
or worse, when the heifers have been moved into their new space. Here
are some elements to consider when choosing the option that best suits
your needs.
Learn more

Don't miss our monthly
article!

In the April 2020 edition:
FIATE: for reliable foreign
workers

Learn more

Upcoming events

In addition to the social distancing measures implemented to slow
the spread of COVID-19, several events had to be cancelled or
postponed. We invite you to refer to the respective sites of the
organizers to learn more about the decisions that will be made
regarding these events.

